CREATE A CULTURE OF COLLABORATION

You had me at hello!

Seeing others in person daily means no need to scroll Insta or Facebook to see what everyone's up to. Put down your phone and say hello when you walk into the office.

Foster a no-judgment work environment.

Like riding a bike, working in real-life might require training wheels again. Be gentle and avoid judging those who might need a little help getting back into the swing of things. Let's remember to pick others up if they fall down. TCU is an inclusive workplace focused on encouraging success. Play your part.

Come together.

While returning to work in-person may be individually disruptive, it also presents a chance to launch teams on a new course. Take time to intentionally re-establish collective purpose. Find ways to honor diverse work styles in the present. And work together to achieve a shared new future!

Change is cool.

The pandemic inspired many to reassess life choices. Maybe you've outgrown your current role. Want to see if there's something new? Visit TCU's career page to see what's possible without leaving.

TCU HUMAN RESOURCES

Questions?
Reach out to us:
hrtraining@tcu.edu

Let's get real.

Being surrounded by people again can give you all the feels!

You and your work partners might be feeling happy, anxious, excited, annoyed, maybe all of them at the same time. Level-set your emotions when reengaging in person by asking one another:

- What have we learned from the pandemic that can help us work better as a team?

Find ways to get everyone on the same page by discussing:

- What 3 things did you prefer about remote working? How can we incorporate these to the office?

- When we face stressful times going forward, what will we do differently to succeed?

THE OFFICE DESERVES A SOUNDTRACK

Research shows music liven's a mood and boosts productivity. Turn it up!

Listen in your car or in the office, just remember to make sure everyone's okay playing tunes in any shared workspaces.

To listen, scan the barcode or visit your Spotify account.

popcorn doesn't count as lunch

Pull out your lunch pail again!

Click the lunch bag for some quick and easy ideas to jazz up your mid-day meals.